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Hitachi to Take Part in Direct Methanol Fuel Cell Joint Evaluation in the U.K.
with CPI and Hitachi High-Technologies
Agreement to Assess Performance and Economic Efficiency of Direct Methanol Fuel Cell
Tokyo, February 24, 2009 --- The Centre for Process Innovation Ltd. (“CPI”), Hitachi,
Ltd. (NYSE:HIT / TSE:6501, “Hitachi”) and Hitachi High-Technologies Corporation
(TSE:8036, “Hitachi High-Technologies”) have agreed to begin a joint evaluation aimed
at developing applications for direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) and creating a viable
business in the U.K. Specifically, the three companies will jointly conduct field studies
to assess the power generation performance and economic efficiency of various
applications, which will be developed by CPI and powered by Hitachi’s prototype 100
W-class portable DMFCs, including remote surveillance cameras and highway signage.
The results of these trials will be used to select applications suited to DMFCs for the
U.K. and assess the feasibility of a fuel cell business in the U.K.
CPI develops innovative technology within the process industries. It is a company
limited by guarantee and was established by One North East, the Regional Development
Agency for North East England. The U.K. government is actively promoting the
adoption of new energy sources with high efficiency and a low carbon footprint. CPI
believes that there is an opportunity to address these issues by introducing grid
independent power supplies for a range of low power applications based on renewable
energies. CPI boasts considerable advanced expertise, experience and technologies for
developing various low carbon energy-powered applications. It has also been searching
for compact, lightweight, portable DMFCs with high output and generating efficiency to
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advance the development of applications for an even wider range of fields.
Hitachi has been developing fuels cells since the 1960s and started developing DMFCs
in 2001. Hitachi’s prototype DMFCs were developed under the concept of creating
power supplies that could be carried in one hand. These prototype DMFCs are compact
and lightweight, yet have a high power output density. They are also highly efficient,
with a power generation efficiency measured in terms of HHV*1 exceeding 25%.
Hitachi and Hitachi High-Technologies have studied the market for DMFCs for many
years. Based on the results of these studies, Hitachi and Hitachi High-Technologies
concluded that 100 W-class portable DMFCs are the most suitable products to launch in
the early years of the market as they can flexibly and easily respond to user demands.
So Hitachi have been working on developing suitable applications.
Framed against this background, the three companies reached today’s agreement
because Hitachi’s DMFCs meet CPI’s performance requirements and applications will
be developed that meet Hitachi’s and Hitachi High-Technologies’ expectations.
Generally speaking, DMFCs are superior to existing independent power supplies such
as engine generators in terms of noise levels, vibrations and CO2 emissions. However,
many problems related to power output density, cost and longevity must still be
overcome. Today’s agreement will see CPI develop applications such as highway
signage and portable information systems using Hitachi-made prototype DMFCs. The
applications will be tested in laboratories and in the field to assess the overall power
generation performance and economic efficiency of DMFCs as the basis for selecting
suitable applications. The marketability of the applications and viability of a fuel cell
business in the U.K. will also be examined.
*1 HHV: Higher Heating Value

- ends About CPI
The Centre for Process Innovation (CPI) is a Centre for Excellence focused upon
stimulating and driving innovation within the Process Industry. It is a Company Limited
by Guarantee that was established with One North East in 2004. It focuses on the
development of process technologies and the commercialisation of the resulting
products. The Centre has four key technology areas that offer sustainable technologies
and growth for the North East region and the UK as a whole. They are: advanced
processes, functional materials, low carbon energy, and printable electronics.
CPI’s success to date is built on the proven ability to build partnerships between
industry, academia and the public sector to create projects and facilities to scale-up
innovation from the laboratory to industrial application.
With a number of physical assets, including the Fuel Cell Application Facility, Low
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Carbon Development Centre, National Industrial Biotechnology Facility and a national
centre for Printable Electronics (PETEC), CPI is in a strong position to help reduce the
risk for companies looking to innovate in the process industry.
www.uk-cpi.com
CEO: Nigel Perry

About Hitachi High-Technologies Corporation
Hitachi High-Technologies Corporation is a global company that has specialized in
development and marketing in the cutting-edge technologies in a broad range of fields
from electronics device systems, life sciences, information systems & electronic
components and advanced industrial materials. Hitachi High-Technologies is a
subsidiary of Hitachi Ltd. founded in 1947, the headquarter is located in Tokyo and
there are 25 offices in Japan and 63 offices in twenty-eight countries. The company's
consolidated sales is $9.4 billion in FY2007. For further information, visit
http://www.hitachi-hitec.com/global/
About Hitachi, Ltd.
Hitachi, Ltd., (NYSE: HIT / TSE: 6501), headquartered in Tokyo, Japan, is a leading
global electronics company with approximately 390,000 employees worldwide. Fiscal
2007 (ended March 31, 2008) consolidated revenues totaled 11,226 billion yen ($112.3
billion). The company offers a wide range of systems, products and services in market
sectors including information systems, electronic devices, power and industrial systems,
consumer products, materials, logistics and financial services. For more information on
Hitachi, please visit the company's website at http://www.hitachi.com.
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